
Grace Memorial Episcopal Church

Buildings and Grounds Committee


November 11, 2021

1:30 - Mason Burnham Room


Attendees: David Waldow, Jr. Warden; Nancy Entrikin, Sharon Loomis-Malin, Sally Fraser.

Unable to attend: Christine Swanson; Kevin Walsh; Martin Elfert, Rector.


David received a list from Sue Jensen of concerns for the committee, incorporated below, as 
are other new items to consider.


Chart:Organization Whether to group by site, room areas, or urgency?  Discussion focused on 
practicality of keeping projects moving and up to date by ordering tasks by urgency and on the 
possibility of purchasing facility management software that David has been exploring.  
Software places icons on building plans that when clicked on, can detail work to be done or 
underway, vendors, who installed equipment, etc.  Can likely also be a room scheduling tool. 
Can be accessed by more than one person with authorization for updates and adding 
information.  Consider staging input beginning with the Church, and enter only critical data for 
spaces to be replaced in building project.  David will further explore software options and 
costs.


Add project location to chart in the column description.

Add target date for completion of the project to project length column.

Move completed items to the end of the chart or to separate document.

Try to lead with immediate/urgent items. 

Group similar projects. 

Sally will apply her dubious skills to maintain the chart.

Add numbers to projects.  (Easy reference for discussion; numbers will differ on each chart as 
projects shift on and off chart.)


Leaf removal completed by David’s leaf man; service donated by David.  Leaves to be 
disposed of in-house rather than hauled.  Will have him return regularly to keep roof and drains 
clear so water does not pool and flow under flashing and cause leaks.  Name of service for 
chart?


Cage over sacristy roof - remove from chart as “immediate” for further consideration as not 
likely to be effectual. Regular leaf removal in short term should help.


Securing doors to Weidler and 17th.  Sally taped right leaves on both sets of doors. Sharon 
will notify PHAME to remove/replace tape if needed for wheelchair access on Weidler.  David 
will arrange for a reminder security sign that right leaves must be locked, top and bottom.


Replace carpet in choir area - Nancy has arranged to meet Paulson next week on-site for 
measuring and estimate.


Replace linoleum nave flooring - Nancy has lab information for asbestos testing of tile and 
glue. Will pursue.  On-going project.


Courtyard Clutter - 1) Have Daniel store wheelbarrow someplace secure other than courtyard.

2. Signs, cones, etc. behind fountain. David will track down responsible party and consult with 
Martin for removal. 3). GI will erect a 12’X20’ tent in Courtyard this Saturday so cones and 
concrete blocks will remain.




On-going indoor/outdoor maintenance supervision - in the absence of daily church staff on 
site able to supervise the routine indoor/outdoor maintenance schedule, Sharon agreed to step 
in on the several days she is in the building and go over schedule and depth of required 
cleaning, edges, corners, etc. required to meet standards. Outdoor schedule Nancy provided in 
the summer should still work.  Jackie’s job description for Sexton should outline indoor duties.  


Lighting - We had hoped to patch Martin into the meeting by phone but were unable to make 
contact.  Multi-faceted category.

* Unanimous agreed that all electrical work must be performed only by a licensed electrician.

* PHAME requires South Courtyard outlets to be functioning by January.  Electrician required.

* David suggested seeking advice and possibly other services or equipment from electrician at 

the same visit.  Areas to address are:

*    S. Courtyard outlets

*    Order panel door for electrical panel downstairs outside women’s restroom

*    Look at cadet heater in sacristy for repair or replacement.  (Could have one handy from    

Home Depot for immediate installation to save separate visit fee?)

*   Estimate on dimmer for front flood lights already installed

*   Estimate for separating chandelier from flood lights in front so chandelier can be used 

alone.

*   Advice conduit options for tech wiring proposed by Martin for best aesthetics

* Estimate for thermostat replacement in Mason Burnham Room (Sue’s memo re severe 

heating issue due to run down thermostat battery which caused temps up to 99 and 
106 degrees. Second occurrence.) Sue advised: Regular battery replacement, Notice to 
regular building users of issue, how to fix and Notice as to where to find AA batteries. 
Or perhaps question for furnace people to have a cut off when the wall thermostat 
stops working.  Question:  Furnace and electrician people? Furnace for cut off; 
electrician to install thermostat that does not need batteries? 

Nave Lighting - David produced sample clip-on individual light attached to clipboard on which 
bulletin would lie.  More substantial additional samples were supply chain victims and had not 
arrived in time for the meeting.  Concept worked very well. Sample present was inexpensive 
model and too weak.  


Courtyard Lighting - Not working. Dark and dangerous for evening events. November and 
December events scheduled.  David will get a plug-in lighting system for the courtyard that will 
be an immediate fix at a very advantageous cost.  


Lighting over stairs to 17th from breezeway not working; Stairs into Narthex from 17th 
very dim; check on status of light from Community Hall down stairs to the gate- check on 
lights in Narthex (2 burned out) and choir area (4 burned out for several months). Daniel told 
Susan that could fix Narthex lights soon. _Who__?   touch base with Daniel on what can be 
done with bulb changes as regular maintenance and what requires additional attention, special 
bulbs he can’t order, etc.).


Stair and Carpet Repair - Breezeway to Courtyard and Breezeway to NE 17th.   Nancy will 
have Paulson rep suggest carpet options with bid.  David will procure concrete mixture to 
resurface chipped and broken concrete on top steps of both entries.  


Building Clear Out - Her archive project alerted Nancy to large amount of stored items no 
longer used or needed that will have to be cleared before the building project begins. A larger 
and longer project than one would think.  Nancy volunteered to organize areas to be sorted, 



who to contact (various ministries and organizations that have stuff stored), and begin the 
process. Sharon will assist.


Parking issues and chop shop - General Discussion: reinstitute Grace parking stickers, 
Notices on cars not effective if no follow through. Though drastic, towing a few cars generally 
resolves problem. Late night noisy activity thought by some in neighborhood to be a chop 
shop and posted in Nextdoor.  Sally will try to get current status of late night noise, etc. from 
concerned neighbors to determine if further action is required.  Long term parked vehicles and 
vehicles without license plates attract more long term parking and questionable activity in the 
lot.  


Kitchen Floor - A non-parishioner’s comments and recent Gala work in the kitchen highlighted 
the urgent need for a deep clean of the kitchen, particularly the floor, which is mopped only 
intermittently by the Free Food Cooperative. David will look into having the kitchen steam 
cleaned, including the floors and ducts, which may not have occurred for several years and 
may pose a fire danger.  



